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1- CONTEXT OF OUTSOURCING IN FRANCE (1/3) 

Agricultural context – major features related to outsourcing issues

• Diminishing number of farms (especially medium size farms, family
farms): -26% between 2000 and 2010

• Only one new young farmer for 4 retired farmers

• Changing labor structure: increasing hired labor (seasonal &
permanent, more or less skilled)

• Rapidly changing policies: more restricted environmental and
sanitary norms, new policy schemes (decoupled subsidies, subsidies
conditional on environmental practices…)
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1- CONTEXT OF OUTSOURCING IN France (2/3) 

The last official statistical study on farm outsourcing in France dates
back to 2005 (Chevalier, 2007) :

• 6/10 farmers are concerned by outsourcing

• 2,5 Md€ spent in outsourcing services

• Over the last 10 years : +8% since 95 for cropping operations, +23% for
animal breeding operations, +49% for administrative operations

• 16.900 outsourcing firms: 90% of them are specialized in cropping
operations and 65% of them have an average gross income of 235 K€
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1 - CONTEXT OF OUTSOURCING IN FRANCE (3/3) 

Traditional:
One operation (2 max): 
“combined”, spraying, 
harvesting

New:
• Operation requiring 

special technology 
(direct seedling, precision 
agriculture, fruit 
harvesting)

• “A to Z” service (all farm 
operations including farm 
management, technical & 
financial counseling)

TYPE OF SERVICES TYPE OF CLIENTS TYPE OF OUTSOURCERS

Type of  clients 
?

Farms with outsourcing as a 
secondary activity

Type of  outsourcing 
firms ?

• All productions
• Farm in business
• Land owner is 

farming

NO indication of « A to Z » outsourcing = the outsourcing of all
of the farm operations including farm management

Outsourcing firms
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2 - RESEARCH ISSUES

Research issues

• An “invisible” phenomenon from the statistical standpoint : how to
identify and quantify this emerging phenomenon?

• What are the characteristics of the market for A to Z? of contractual
relationships linking the different parties?

• What are the determinants and rationale of A to Z? Differences with
standard economic models of outsourcing?

• What is the impact on labor division? farm performances and value
chains?
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3 - METHODOLOGY AND DATABASE

A combination of quantitative and qualitative analyses

Step 1 : Field survey and case study of 20 of the biggest outsourcing firms +
20 farms with A-Z, to have an in-depth understanding of their organization &
governance, business models and contractual relationships

Step 2 : Statistical analysis of the French National Agricultural Census (490.000
farms in 2010) to quantify A to Z outsourcing based on three main variables (use of
spraying service, number of days contracted with outsourcers per hectare >1/4, % of days
contracted over total > 15%)

Step 3 : Field survey of 1200 surveys with farmer to study the characteristics and
determinants of the demand ó surveys finished in July 2018, statistical analysis of data to be
completed
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4 – RESULT A
CASE STUDIES OF A TO Z OUTSOURCING FIRMS

Localization of  
the biggest firms

Localization
of  the more 
traditional firms

(Belgium)
(England)
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The traditional outsourcing firms = Farms with outsourcing as a business 

Farm Outsourcing enterprise
(commercial status)

Clients (neigbors)

(A to Z)Combined,
spraying

Clients (neighbors)

Cooperative

Outsourcers

Gives order to

More or less informal contracts: fixed payment per hectare and per type of operation

Decision maker

Rationale: maximize the investment in machines and  income from outsourcing
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New types of  outsourcing firms

Characteristics of  the contractual relationships

• A multi-agent partnership : farmer / pool of  contractors / input providers / 
food industries WITH in the middle the « land manager » as the conductor

• A make-or-buy decision guided by multiple rationalities (and not only a cost-
reducing strategy) and addressed both generic & specific resources

• Transfer of  the use right on land to the « land manager »

• Separation between production and advice
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Clients
Avg size: 130 ha 

Total size: 

3 250 ha

Performance 
based fee

Contractor #1

Example of Agriland France

Contractor #2

Contractor #3

Flat fee

Conducts basic 

farming operations

Select and supervise on a 

weekly basis

Food industry

- Co-determines strategy

- Buys inputs and handles

sales

- Close operational

monitoring

Agriland

Belgium

Agriland
West France

Agriland Northern
France

Local 

cooperative

Owns 49 %
Owns 50 % + provides 1 land 

manager

Owns 51 %

Owns 50 %Local trader
Mr. X, agronomist = 

land manager
manages Agriland in 

France under the 

supervision of Agriland

Belgium (Head quarter)
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4 - RESULT B
STATISTICAL QUANTIFICATION OF A TO Z

First time that A to Z outsourcing is being quantified.

Over a total of 490.000 of French farms,

Ø In France in 2010: the demand for A to Z outsourcing concerns 8752

cereals farms = 12% of the total population of cereals farms
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FIGURE 1. Surface of  cereals concerned by the A to Z outsourcing (in hectares, 
one hectare = 2,47 acres) 
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4 – RESULT C
CHARACTERISTICS AND DETERMINANTS OF THE 

DEMAND FOR A-Z (PRIMARY RESULTS)

- Age of  farmers = 40 to 50 year old
- 80% of  the farmers are part-time farming (<3/4 of  their time) *
- Almost half of  the farms have a corporate status (corporate capital 

structure with in particular shareholders who are not farming)

Three major reasons : 
(1) Transmission issue => retired farmers who wish to keep their farm in business 

in the hypothetical expectation of  transmission to a child
(2) Environmental issue => farmers who do no have machines nor skills to 

comply with new environmental regulations and who do not want to invest 
(3) Productivity issue => farmers operating diversified farming systems (breeding-

cropping, vineyard-other crops, etc.) who outsource all of  the cropping 
operations in order to improve the global productivity of  the farm

* France : 19% of  the farmers are part time farmers and outsource most of  the farming operations
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5 - POLICY ISSUES

• Impact on agricultural sustainability: do outsourcing firms help to
maintain family farms in business? perform better than traditional farming
systems from a sustainability standpoint?

• Impact on value chains: to what extent new horizontal relationships
associated with A to Z organizations (between the land manager and input
industries / food industries) can modify existing value chains?

• Impact on policy (Common Agricultural Policy / French agricultural
policy): two major controversies raised by A to Z outsourcing
- Who is really farming and shall receive farm subsidies? the
farmer/land-owner or the outsourcing firm?

- How to control land concentration knowing that there is yet no limit
as to the surface that a land manager can manage?
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6 - FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

1. Analysis of  the demand
• cluster analysis + testing a choice model

2. Analysis of  the contractual relationships
• Price negotiation: fixed & variable parts, types of  service included
• Risk allocation between the different parties
• Institutional comparative analysis of  outsourcing organizations

1. Impact analysis
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